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Accelerate IT transformation with

PRIVATE CLOUD
SOLUTIONS
Achieve the flexibility and agility of a public cloud,
but with predictable monthly costs

O

rganizations of all sizes are undergoing massive

ENHANCED SECURITY
FOR YOUR
PRIVATE CLOUD

transformation; however, for many, their existing IT

solutions don’t provide them the speed, flexibility, security,
or capabilities they need to be competitive in today’s fast-

DG Technology offers
solutions to protect your
private cloud:

paced digital economy.
You need the flexibility to run your applications where and

+

Visibility & automation

+

Advanced policy
management &
automation to extend
critical security controls
to the private cloud

+

Adaptable & agile
security to support
your elastic compute
environment

In addition, DG Technology can help you integrate your

+

Threat protection

private cloud solution with your public cloud, managed

+

Zero Trust principles to
protect critical apps &
data

how it best suits your business, on-premises or off premises,
in a world where hybrid IT is becoming the norm.
DG Technology’s Private Cloud Solutions offer a modern,
simple and secure hosted private cloud, where the mundane
and distracting foundational day-to-day IT tasks are managed
for you. Our goal is to enable you to spend your time focused
entirely on your business and not IT problems.

service, managed hosting, security, storage, and network
for greater flexibility and control.
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SECURITY.
CONFIDENCE.
FAMILIARITY.
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A POWERFUL PLATFORM
Our Private Cloud is built on HPE ProLiant

DG Technology’s Private Cloud, built on the

DL360 Gen10 HyperConverged servers to

VMware Cloud Foundation, is a hosted private

deliver simplicity, scale and security. Each

cloud service that provides a managed

HPE server is powered by Intel Xeon Scalable

infrastructure for your use. Your own Private Cloud

processors, which provide the foundation for a

is built, managed, monitored, and secured by

powerful data center platform offering agility

DG Technology and enables you to securely run

and scalability.

applications with confidence using tools that
are familiar. Each customer is a single tenant

HPE ProLiant DL360 provides a secure,

and sole occupant of their own private cloud

performance-driven dense server enabling

infrastructure, which provides greater control

the confident deployment of virtualization,

and autonomy over compliance and regulatory

database or high-performance computing

requirements.

without compromise. With ample CPU,
memory and solid-state storage in each node,

Not all workloads are suited for public clouds,

even the most demanding Tier 1 applications

and certain applications require dedicated

can be deployed and run in confidence.

environments. Our Private Cloud offers you
the flexibility and agility of a public cloud, but

VMware Cloud Foundation provides

with predictable monthly costs on a platform

integrated cloud infrastructure (compute,

capable of running any workload, including bare

storage, networking and security) and cloud

metal requirements. We provide an uptime SLA

management services to run enterprise

of 99.9%, so you can be confident that your data

applications across private and public

is accessible anytime, virtually anywhere, and

environments. VMware Cloud Foundation is

from any device.

an integrated software stack that bundles
compute virtualization (VMware vSphere),

Organizations increasingly need more control

storage virtualization (VMware vSAN),

over their virtual environments and with your

network virtualization (VMware NSX), and

own private cloud, you’re in control and free of

cloud management and monitoring (VMware

noisy neighbors and surges that public cloud

vRealize Suite) into a single platform that

solutions struggle with. You can start with four

can be deployed on premises as a private

servers and expand by adding servers as the

cloud or ran as a service within a public

business requires, where each new addition

cloud. Cloud Foundation helps to break

to the private cloud adds compute, memory

down the traditional administrative

and storage quickly and easily, all of which is

silos in data centers, merging compute,

managed for you.

storage, network provisioning and cloud
management to facilitate end-to-end
support for application deployment.
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